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Ten years ago, just after retiring as 
director of the Cornell Fine Arts 
Museum at Rollins College, Arthur 

Blumenthal decided to take on the most 
difficult job of his life.

He has devoted a decade’s worth of his 
golden years since then to rescuing the 
sublime, late-Baroque, “impossibly 
beautiful” artistry of Francesco de Mura, 
an 18th-century Italian master once 
hailed as Il primo dipintore d’oggidì in 
Napoli — “The best painter in Naples 
today.”

That fame, along with many of De 
Mura’s works, became collateral dam-
age during one of the bloodiest battles of 
World War II, when Allied forces on the 
Italian front bombarded a mountaintop 
Benedictine abbey that was thought to 
be a German stronghold. But there had 

been no Germans in the abbey. There 
were only a handful of monks, roughly 
200 Italian villagers seeking shelter from 
the fighting — and a third of De Mura’s 
ethereal frescos and paintings, all turned 
to ash and ruin. 

Now Blumenthal has assembled the 
world’s first exhibition of the forgotten 
artist’s works. Entitled In The Light of 
Naples: The Art of Francesco de Mura, it 
will open at the Cornell in mid-September 
before traveling to two other U.S. muse-
ums. An exhibit in Italy is also in the 
planning stages. 

“It’s the hardest thing I’ve ever done,” 
says the Renaissance and late-Baroque 
scholar, whose bookish ways and 
mild-mannered appearance are deceiv-
ing. “It was exhausting, physically and 
psychologically. But I am persistent.” His 
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eyes glimmer as he jabs an index finger 
towards an imaginary naysayer. “I am 
very, very persistent.”

He had to be: Pulling together an exhi-
bition of this scale is the kind of enter-
prise ordinarily undertaken by a major 
institution with a global reach, not a 
lone-wolf devotee of some obscure Nea-
politan artist. He spent weeks prowling 
through the streets of Naples, convinc-
ing ill-tempered sextons to open up all-
but-abandoned churches still decorated 
with the artist’s frescos. He cultivated 
relationships with assorted consulates, 
ambassadors and museum officials, 
tracking down De Mura works that had 
been scattered all over the world, from 
the Hearst Castle in San Simeon, Calif., 
to the private collection of London-based 
art historian and dealer Clovis Whitfield, 
the Museo di Capodimonte in Naples 

and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York City. 

There were assorted bureaucratic, 
security, language-barrier and preser-
vation issues to untangle along the way. 
There were also enough lucky breaks to 
convince him that his efforts were being 
nudged along by unseen powers, perhaps 
akin to those pudgy cherubic cheerlead-
ers who hover over the mortal dramas of 
De Mura’s biblical tableaus. 

 “I truly believe there are miraculous 
forces at work in the world,” he says. 
“That’s the only explanation for all the 
things that came together along the way 
to help me.”

Forces at Work
One of those forces turned up in the 
improbable guise of a cable-TV Mafioso, 
Federico Castelluccio, best known for his 

Allegory of Summer or Allegory of Music, ca. 
1770; Oil on unlined canvas, 29 × 24 5/8 in.  
(75 × 62.5 cm). Collection of Clovis Whitfield.

The Visitation, ca. 1752; Oil on canvas, 37 × 46 in. (94 × 118.1 cm). Cornell Fine Arts Museum, gift of George H. Sullivan in memory of his parents,  
acc. no. 1952.34.
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portrayal of Furio Guinta, an old-school 
Italian rank-and-file wise guy who fell in 
love with the boss’s wife in the long-run-
ning HBO series “The Sopranos.” The 
actor, who also happens to be not only 
both a painter but also an accomplished 
art collector, was in the audience one day 
when Blumenthal delivered a lecture 
about De Mura at the Italian Cultural 
Institute of New York in Manhattan. 

“I went up to Arthur afterward and 
asked him a few questions,” says Castel-
luccio, who speaks fluent Italian, paints 
using Old Master techniques and was 
born in De Mura’s hometown of Naples. 
“He asked me why I already knew so 
much about De Mura. And I said, ‘Well, I 
own several of his paintings.’ ”

Castelluccio contributed four of the 
exhibit’s 43 De Mura paintings and 
sketches, on loan from more than two-

dozen museums and individuals. He and 
Blumenthal are like-minded souls who 
have become close friends. When they 
get together, they speak of the likes of 
Caravaggio, Giordano, Tiepolo and other 
Italian Baroque masters as if all of them 
are still back in the old country, arguing 
about pigments and painting away. 

“Federico has been a comrade-at-arms 
and an inspiration to Arthur through 
this whole experience,” says Blumen-
thal’s wife, Karen, who likes to specu-
late that the two men are reincarnated 
De Mura compagni, sharing a mission to 
bring their old friend back into the public 
eye. She’s joking, but you can see how the 
notion would occur to her. 

Not that she hasn’t done her part for 
the cause: When her husband hesitated, 
in the early going, to take on such a mon-
umental challenge, she prodded him to 

Achilles Learning to Hunt, ca. 1741–43; Oil on canvas, 19 3/8 × 27 in. (49.2 × 69.8 cm). Chazen Museum of Art, University of Wisconsin–Madison, 
bequest of Joseph F. McCrindle, acc. no. 2010.14.7.

Arthur Blumenthal (left) and Federico 
Castelluccio’s (right) mutual love and 
respect for De Mura’s works has blos-
somed into a steadfast friendship.
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carry on, encouragement he acknowl-
edged with a note on the credit page of 
the exhibition’s catalogue: “Grazie per 
tutto” — Thanks for everything.

L’ispirazione
Arthur Blumenthal’s love of art goes back 
to his childhood in Ohio, where, on visits 
to the Cleveland Art Museum, he would 
discover order, quiet and, most of all, 
magic. 

“I was mystified,” he says. “I looked at 
the painting and statues and tried to fig-
ure out how on Earth people could make 
these beautiful things.” 

He studied studio art at Kent State 
University, but became interested in 
museum work after earning a scholar-
ship to New York University’s Institute 
of Fine Arts. It was after he graduated 
and flew to Winter Park to interview for 
the job as director of the Cornell that he 
first encountered the artist who would 
become his obsession.

“I was looking through the Cornell’s 
collection, and I was surprised when I 
saw a painting in storage that took my 

breath away,” recalls Blumenthal. “I 
knew immediately that it was clearly the 
work of a master. The draftsmanship. The 
colors. The beautiful composition. The 
way the figures were drawn.” 

The painting, depicting Mary sharing 
the news that she is pregnant with the 
Christ child, was The Visitation, a work 
that De Mura painted around 1750. Blu-
menthal was so impressed by the large-
scale painting that it factored into his 
acceptance of the Cornell post. His affec-
tion and fascination only deepened over 
the years. He showed the painting to vis-
itors as often as he could, and picked up 
bits and pieces about its creator, though 
serious studies of De Mura’s work were 
few and far between. Finally, he landed a 
grant from Rollins to travel to Naples for 
further study on his own. 

It was that trip that helped to inspire 
him to create the exhibition, which was 
initially planned for the John and Mable 
Ringling Museum of Art in Sarasota. 
When that plan foundered because of 
state funding cutbacks, Rollins stepped 
in, partnering with two other museums 

that will stage the exhibit after its three-
month run at the Cornell: the Chazen 
Museum of Art at the University of Wis-
consin and the Frances Loeb Art Center 
at Vassar College. 

“It’s a really big exhibition for a 
museum our size. We’re thrilled to have 
it,” says Cornell Director Ena Heller. 

Like Blumenthal, she sees De Mura 
from the perspective of a scholar. His 

Portrait of Count James Joseph O’Mahoney, Lieutenant- 
General in the Neapolitan Service, Knight of St. Januarius, 
before June 1747; Oil on canvas, 39 × 28 in. (99 × 73 cm). 
The Syndics of the Fitzwilliam Museum, University of 
Cambridge, U.K., acquired with the assistance of the Friends 
of the Fitzwilliam Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum 
Purchase Grant Fund, and the National Art Collections Fund, 
acc. no. PD.4-1984.
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works reflect a movement away from 
the moodier colors associated with early 
Baroque techniques and toward both the 
brighter tones of Rococo and the subtler 
brushstrokes of Neoclassicism. 

But you needn’t be an art scholar to 
take an interest in a long-lost painterly 
rock star who was once the envy of his 
peers and the darling of Bourbon kings. 
It’s a good story. And like all good sto-

ries, it’s as multifaceted as a painting 
you stroll by in a shifting light, your head 
cocked to the side. It can be a tragedy one 
moment, and then, in just one more step, 
a love story.  

At least, that’s how Arthur Blumenthal 
sees it. 

“I fell in love with De Mura,” he says. 
“Now everyone else can fall in love with 
him too.”

 In the Light of Naples will be shown 
at the Rollins College Cornell Fine Arts 
Museum Sept. 17-Dec. 18. Arthur Blu-
menthal will lead tours on Sept. 23, Oct. 
18 and Dec. 18. For more information, 
visit rollins.edu/cfam.

Mike McLeod teaches writing at Rollins 
College and writes about the arts for 
several publications.

The Glory of the Prince or Allegory of the Virtues of King Carlo di Borbone, ca. 1763; Oil on canvas, 28 × 38 in. (73 × 98 cm). Pio Monte della Misericordia, 
inv. no. 104.
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